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h. s. McAllister

The University of North Dakota

"The Language of Sham

Jerome Rothenbergas Co
American Indian Literature

The publication of Shaking the Pumpkin , Jerome Rothenberg's
anthology of "Traditional Poetry of the Indian North Americas," was a
revolutionary event in the history of translating what is variously called

"traditional," "primitive," "aboriginal," and "oral" American Indian
poetry. Rothenberg's book contains a body of translations in which the
non-European nature of the original texts is not merely alluded to in
a scholarly introduction, but re-created in the very translations them-

selves. Like his other anthology, America: A Prophecy, Shaking the
Pumpkin has received a great deal of criticism for both form and content.

Rothenberg's critics have raised a number of questions about the book,
and their reviews have ranged from qualified disapproval to vehement
assault. I would like to outline and reply to certain of these criticisms
before turning my attention to the principles of translation implicit in

Rothenberg's two most detailed contributions to the anthology, "The
Horse Songs of Frank Mitchell" (pp. 350-53 )1 and the Seneca cycle,
"Shaking the Pumpkin," from which the book takes its name.
A brief but thorough survey of anthologies, in the January, 1974,

issue of the ASAIL Newsletter , quotes Louis Untermeyer's comments
on George Cronyn's American Indian Poetry:
1 Shaking the Pumpkin , ed. Jerome Rothenberg (New York: Doubleday & Co.,
1972). All references will be to this edition.
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If Mr. Cronyn is a genuine student of Indian folkl
be blamed for not having made the volume more com
and less cryptic; many of these songs cry aloud for

much as footnotes. Nor is one assisted materially by the
arrangement of words and a pretentious typography th

to our native (sic) - though it may be native to E

'H.D.,' and Richard Aldington.

Mr. Evers, the author of the survey, goes on to say
might well be speaking to Rothenberg, adding that

failed to find that middle ground between footnote-r
and living poetry. William Bevis makes a similar point

Indian Verse Translations,"2 criticizing Rothenberg
to content" and the blithe nonelucidation to be found in the Commen-

taries at the back of the book. These strike me as appropriate criticisms,

and Bevis balances his negative reaction with the comment that when
Rothenberg approaches the job of translation responsibly, as he did in the

Horse Songs, his results "are a delight." Certainly the book would be
improved if Rothenberg would double its size by including in the
Commentaries ethnographic data not readily available to the student or, for that matter, to the instructor. While the materials he has collected

can be appreciated in the relative vacuum his cavalier disinterest in
footnotes creates, our comprehension and appreciation would be augmented by the provision of a cultural context.
Other criticisms have been less reasonable; the most representative

of these is a review which appeared in Parnassus: Poetry in Review*
The reviewer attacks Rothenberg for his "interest in the scatological,"

and calls the book a good "introduction to some of the vagaries of
contemporary non-Indian poetry, especially as these poets reveal their

spiritual hollowness," referring to Armand Schwerner and Michael
McClure specifically and by implication to the Concrete movement,
Charles Olson, Snyder, Ginsberg: the sources of the aesthetic implicit
in many of Rothenberg's editorial judgments. The latter criticism I see
no point in answering, but the complaint about scatology is one that needs
reply, because it has occurred elsewhere, among readers more sympathetic
to Rothenberg's interests and intentions.
2 College English XXXV (March, '74), 699 ff.
^Kenneth Fields, "Seven Wells: Native American Harmonies (American Indian
Poetry)," Parnassus : Poetry in Review II (Spring/Summer, '74), p. 194 ff.
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There is an unusual amount of scat
compared to other such collections, bu
scatology and sex have always been th
collectors and ethnographers been willin

thinks Rothenberg is indulging a person

of the Pueblo Clown societies.4 The re
matter, but language. And the langu

of joking about natural functions is a str

but with the significant difference tha
neither the hot language of English obs

biology. A Winnebago Coyote story5 illustr
saw women swimming
there near the opposite shore

(said Trickster) Now's time
for fucking
& taking his cock from its box
he told it

Get that chiefs daughter
right up her

& launched it four times

it swam thru the water
her friends all ran for the shore
but she
was last & it

lodged in her

The story does not depend upon obscenity for its humor, as does much
English erotic humor, but it loses tremendously if it is told in the alternative mode our language offers us: "Now's time for copulating. And he
took his penis ..." Faced with the choice of one language or the other,
Rothenberg opts for the common mode as the most appropriate. That
some readers are shocked and put off by this is not surprising, but the
4A recent article is Louis A. Hieb's "Meaning and Mismeaning: Toward an
Understanding of the Ritual Clown," in New Perspectives on the Pueblos , ed. Alfonso

Ortiz (Albuquerque: UNM Press, 1972), pp. 163-95. Also Ortiz' essay, "Ritual Drama
and the Pueblo World View," op. cit., pp. 135-61.
r,Rothenberg's reworking of material from Paul Radin's The Trickster, in
America: A Prophecy , ed. Rothenberg & George Quasha (New York: Doubleday &
Co., 1973), p. 157. For Radin's text, see The Trickster (New York: Schocken Books,
1956), p. 19.
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decision does seem right, if one considers the degree t

has been defused in the current liberalization of A

It is a safe guess that the language Rothenberg select

will be the counterpart of the cool, neuter original lan

The best way to demonstrate the significance and
the Pumpkin is by analyzing the achievement of the
fully. Rothenberg's occasional failures and the shortc
the Pumpkin seem less significant beside the enorm
had in assembling and presenting his subject-matter.
tions, like the originals, are vital poetry, and the ess

the originals has been translated as well as the wo
his own workings of the Horse Songs and "Shakin

Dennis Tedlock's "The Boy and the Deer," and

"Rabinal Achi," the oral nature of the original has be
an irrelevant characteristic of the work, but as a cent

translator must take into account as he makes his re
I propose to discuss Rothenberg's two elaborate trans

Songs and "Shaking the Pumpkin," to illustrate t
aesthetic purposes implicit in them. Indirectly, I

approach to teaching them. But first it is necessary t

of the word as it relates to oral poetry, and the s
American Indian oral poems.

Marshall McLuhan and Walter Ong have made thei

of the differences between literate and non-litera

nature of the things we call words. Our immersion i
on us a sense of the word as a second-hand or even t

For instance, when we speak the word "man" we

representational symbol for the object indicated by th
we write the three letters with which we represent

using a symbol not of the living thing itself, like a pictog

but of that other symbol we vocalize. Frances Densm
of Chippewa Midé songs illustrate the difference nea
text7 of the song is not words but a picture :

6An oral representational symbol would be such onomat

"Click" or using an imitation of a bird's call to identify the bi
7Frances Densmore, Chippewa Music I , Bureau of American

No. 45 (1910), p. 65. Rothenberg includes this poem in "Song

p. 330. Densmore calls the pictures "mnemonics" (p. 16).
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No. 29 (Catalogue no. 20)
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Babidiwe'wedjiwän'
Enda/yan

When this is sung the mem
wïwïn rise and dance during

the series of songs, the chang
by a line across the strip of bi
¿* the home of the Mlde'-

the SOng pictures. wïnï'nï. It is interest-

ing to note that the

wavy lines indicating the

pulsating sound reach
the body or heart of the
man, not his ears.

For us, the word is a third-hand, highly abstracted symbol, finite in the
sense that its quantity is determined by its letters, discrete in the sense

that it occupies visual space on the page. Its "thingness" is the visual
structure we call the alphabet. Because of our deeply grounded literacy,
which impinges on our total sense of language, the word is for us primarily

(though not exclusively) a visual entity. For a non-literate poet or
culture, the word is unambiguously oral/aural.
The aural word, though not infinite, is finite in a continuum rather
than being clearly bounded like the visual word ; the aural word is a portion of the flow which makes up our sound environment. The non-literate
is more comfortable than the literate with the sense of language as a flow
of sound, because that is how his ear perceives language, and he has not
had the perception contradicted by knowledge of the discrete segments
of meaning that appear on the page. However, he also perceives words
as discrete "things," but this individuation is different from ours, again

because of the lack of an abstracted visual mode like our alphabet.
With the image of written language to cue us, we have no difficulty
imagining what the aural poet means if he says that words are pebbles
of meaning, but that very image of written language makes us see as a
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metaphor what he may mean as a literal statement. W
the idea that the world is a pebble in any more than
because for us the word's "palpable form" is letters ra

of shaped air. On the other hand, our knowledge

physics helps us understand the aural poet's appercep
a river of sound, but the image of written language,
units of meaning, each divisible into letters, and wit
of white paper to be leaped without notice as we read

us to see no more than an analogy where the poe
itself. Thus our double sense of the word, our two
the one language with their contradictions, is in some

than enriching. Literacy creates for us a sense of
unconsciously and pervasively abstract, and we h

ambiguous sense of the physical nature of the word.

For most of us, the poem is a visual experience
page. Although we vocalize as we read, and althoug
importance of imagining how the poem sounds, our

like our sense of the word, is primarily visual. The po
has finite, discrete, fixed and unalterable form. Like

ing a word of a poem is a "mistake." We would be
an editor were to set a poem we knew in somethi
^prescribed original form :

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, and sorry

travel both and be one traveler, long I stood and looke

as far as I could to where it bent in the undergrow
the other, as just as fair, and having perhaps the b
because it was grassy and wanted wear, though as
passing there had worn them really about the sam
that morning equally lay in leaves no step had tro
Oh, I kept the first for another day! Yet knowing h
on to way, I doubted if I should ever come back. I shall be
telling this with a sigh somewhere ages and ages hence: Two
roads diverged in a wood, and I - I took the one less traveled
by, and that has made all the difference.8

The proverbial difficulty that many people have in reading poetry aloud
without lapsing into singsong rhythms illustrates the binding force that
visual form has on us.
8My resetting of "the Road Not Taken," Selected Poems of Robert Frost (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1963), p. 71-72.
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For the person whose sense of poetr
the moment of the sound rather than the visual artifact which is the

essential reality of the poem. The poem's form is the sound it makes

when spoken. The aural poem, like the aural word, communicates much
more than its visual equivalent: the vocal nuances, the musical quality
of the speaker's voice, even, if the experience is live, the bodily presence
of the poet all contribute to the meaning of the poem itself. Furthermore,
the performance of an aural poem is intimately connected to the circumstances and setting of performance, so that the analogy of the "happening," so central to Shaking the Pumpkin, is appropriate. We are taught

to segment our sensory experience and to censor "irrelevant" data as

we read visual poetry. For us the poem takes place in the mind, and the
suggestion that to better understand Sandburg's "Chicago," we should
read it at a busy street corner rather than in our classroom, study, or
office would be met with laughter by many critics. Questions of relevancy
are less settled in aural poetry; the matter of what is relevant to the
experience is much harder to determine. An example from Densmore's
Chippewa Music I illustrates some of the problems involved in separating
the relevant from the irrelevant when translating or even transcribing
some kinds of American Indian poetry. Here is a complete transcription
of a poem, followed by a vocabulary list:
Kimanidowe hi na wa kimanidowe hi na wa
Kimanidowe hi na wa kimanidowe hi na wa

Kimanidowe hi na wa hi (sic)9
Endanikan e manidowane we (sic) hi a we

Manidowe hi na wa kimanidowe hi na wa

Kimanidowe hi na wa kimanidowe hi na iva hi.
Words: Kimanido'wihe'
Kimanido'wiin
Enda'nabiyan' (sic)

Kimanido'wiin

(Densmore, p. 96

9Densmore italicizes this additional "hi,"
vocable. Since the "wiin" term, acording to
abiyan," it seems more likely that one of t
distinguishes "kimanidowiin" from "kiman

also designated a vocable, maybe the "-we

for the unexplained "-wane" : "-wane we" w
and/or deliberate distortion, of "-we." Both vocable insertion and distortion are

characteristics of the songs (Densmore, p. 33). In the wordlist, a more accurate
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This poem is included in Margot Astrov's generally e
American Indian Prose and Poetry,10 but Astrov gives

the words of the poem. An examination of the transcr

how much has been lost. A more complete, but sti
of the transcription itself might be:

(Sung/chanted)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
I am (ahh-ah ah) making you a spirit.
in the place where I sit (eh)
A spee-er-it. (ahh-ah Ahhh) .
A spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah)
You are a spirit (ahh-ah ah) I make.11

transcription of "enda'nabiyan" would be "endan'abiyan."
Densmore was primarily interested in the musical character
was apparently (p. 8) not familiar with the language of the
from her sources that "the melody is evidently considered mo
words' (p. 2). While her wordlists, which were accurately tran
people, are reliable, her transcriptions present some problems
I would like to acknowledge with gratitude the assistanc
who teaches the Ojibway language at the University of Mich
patiently answered my questions about the literal meaning
phemes of the song (however, he deserves none of the blame f
lation").
10 (New York: Capricorn Books, 1962), p. 75.
11The dramatic effect of the statement "kimanido'wiin" is
translate into English. The variation of "-in" is the only ind
the line was changed from "You are being made over into or
"I am making you a spirit." If in fact the second "vocable" "
this "-in" morpheme, then the suspense is heightened by th
before the variation occurs (suspense in the aesthetic sense; the
audience would probably know the songs ,so it is an artific
initial "hi," perceived as a vocable until the end of line 3, b
meaningful/meaningless pun.
My rendering of this poem is not intended to be author
it is merely an alternative to the common practice of takin
for poem-texts - a practice relatively innocent though occas
one which is less forgiveable when it leads to speculation ab
Astrov comments (p. 79) on a second Chippewa text from De
however, to p. 89 of Chippewa Music I. The text appears on
that this poem "bears such a resemblance to those exquisite
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In this poem, the repetitions are a mean
they are four-fold, and the poem is a sa

the death of a friend (Densmore, p. 95

sign of completion, followed by the descr

reaffirmed by a second four-fold repeti

meaningful, what about the vocables?

Aloud, the poem sounds uncannily like a
ate analog - when the vocables are rend
of English. To ignore the vocables is to di

of the poem. Once the translator beg
visual mode, the complications of any

by the other, almost insurmountable pro

For the most part, American Indian
than visual. While contemporary perform
subtly influenced by the literacy of the
poems remain expressions of a non-lit

Japanese literature. . . ." While there are some
and Chippewa poems, it is Densmore's renderi
of the original poems, which resemble the spa
this particular case the Haiku-like text in Astro

for the first stanza of a three-stanza poem whos

A loon A loon I thought it was,
I thought it was A loon I thought it was,
But it was But it was my Love's splashing oar.
My love's
Splashing oar. To Sault Ste. Marie he has gone;
(Astrov, p. 79) My love has gone on before me.
I'll never see him again.

A loon I thought it was,
A loon I thought it was,
But it was my love's splashing oar.
(slightly adapted from Densmore, p. 150-51)

Astrov's comment about the analogy to Haiku suggests a reason for an interesting
development in the contemporary poetry, one with a well-known parallel in painting,
the development of the popular "Dunn school" of American Indian art. Contemporary
Anishinabe (Chippewa) poet Gerald Vizenor has written some original Haiku poems
and some Haiku-influenced reworkings of Densmore texts. His version of the "loon"
poem, found in The Way , ed. Shirley Hill Witt and Stan Steiner (New York: Alfre
A. Knopf, Inc., 1972), transforms the Chippewa original into something new and fine
the sound of a loon

I thought
it was my lover
paddling
( The Way y p. 134)
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poetry, one works within a continuum of options

a totally visual translation resembling concrete poetr

translation, for which the printed text is merely a ph

The poems in Shaking the Pumpkin are distributed
of this continuum. The initial poems of the Seneca
the visual extreme, while the Horse Songs are to
ultimate expression. Both extremes can be justified:

the Horse Songs has the obvious justification that it r

of the original; the visual nature of "Shaking th
appropriate experiment because concretism is as c
can get to linguistic monism.

"Shaking the Pumpkin" is a set of translation

complexity stems from the preconceptions about poet

to it. The first key to the poems is the initial instru
time!" (p. 15). The instruction is followed by a set of
hajaswas or leader's songs. Nine of these are stereo

them are what I will call field poems. None of the
for oral reading; in fact, they cannot be read alou

stereoscopic poems each consist of two blocks of lett

h

T (1)
e

HEHEHHEH
HEHEHHEH

The animals are coming by HEHÍ///HEH
n
i

HEHEHHEH

HEHEHHEH

m

a

1
s

h

T (9)
e

HEYEYHEY

HEYEYHEY
Caw caw the crow who's there HEYÍ/7HEY
rw

oo

HEYEYHEY

HEYEYHEY

w

(pp. 16, 20)
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In each case, the left block is an embe
the right is a square of meaningless v
variation (here indicated with italics)
arises immediately to the reader's m
is irrelevant. The poem is not meant
vehicle for seeing it would be a stereo
Viewmasters. The left image is for the
right. As we proceed through these

image becomes more and more com

by the ninth song, the reader has no
visual artifact, a seen object, because h
statements.

The field poems, the tenth through twelfth songs, are equally visual,

but are conceived with a different affective intent. While the stereoscop

poems are isolated visual events, analogous to the thing we call th

visual text of the poem and to the abstract ideal of uninterrupted poetr

reading, the field poems are closer in effect to the chaotic sensory realit
of experience. In the field poems the words of the poem are embedded
in a gestalt field. Here is poem #10, first as it appears in Shaking the
Pumpkin y then with the words of the poem (at least, one set of them
in italics:

(10)
SHE

WAS

SHE

WAS

C shesna R G she sna R
A washnm U A washnm U

M rrreie N M rrreie N
E rruwni N E rruwni N
I

nniann

I

I

nmann

I

N nngsgH N N nngsgH N
H
I

assral
hecrsG

G

H

A

I

assrzl

G

hecrsG

A

G amersH S G ¿zraersH S

H inHrhH S H inHrhU S

H IGHreE H H IGHreE H
E HEYucY E E HEYucY E
Y HEYHEY Y Y HEYHEY Y

(p. 21)
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The words of the poem, "She was running as she ca
also occur as the capitalized letters which make up t

As you can see, the words are spread through a field of

random letters. By the traditional definition of poetr
words and the unintelligible material is irrelevant, or, w

on the ideal experience, just a coughing spectator is
poetry reading. But in the context of Shaking the

resembles the context of traditional American Indian
is the entire field, both the ordered and the random, th

Poems 10, 11, and 12 are complete realizations because t

a Euro-American might call the unstructured totali
poem. They are totally visual, and in this they are dif
superficially similar realizations of Frank Mitchell's
distortions in the Horse Songs are phonetic, represent
performance which is the "final working," as Rothenbe

poem. The meaningless letters in the field poems
because they are not voiceable at all, rather they ar
selections from the visual alphabet. Poems 10-12 can
they are not intended to be read aloud, they are in

They are concrete poems, more so than any others wh

cycle. Just as the originals, the poems of Richard J

totally aural, so Rothenberg's translations are totally v
After the leader has set an example with the twelve

the cycle continues with another instruction to the rea

dumping the whole bag of songs in the middle, & each

which ever ones you want ..." (p. 22). This instruct

five poems with minimal realization - four of them a
five-word sentences; then Rothenberg returns to the v

concretism with a picture poem that is and is about an
to take the instruction after the hajaswas' poems liter

the five poems following it are unrealized, and to pro
over, using the techniques demonstrated in the ste
poems. Such an exercise would be valuable for student

and in keeping with the gaming quality of the ori
translated.

The experiments which follow the five minimal poems introduce
other methods of dealing with the visual/aural paradox, but only two
other poems, a pair of songs about a dead person (or a mole) are as
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uncomprisingly visual as the hajasw

ticularly in their most recent form,
ecy , can be read vocally but do not
and can best be understood as "photo

YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAH

/ WAS GOING THRU THE BIG SMOKE HEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH

yohoheyheyeyheyhahyeyeyhahhehyohoheyheyeyheyhahyeyeyhahhehyohoheyheyeyheyhahyeyeyhahhen
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHH / WENT THRU THIS BtG SMOKE EH
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYFYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH I WAS GOING THRU THE BIG SMOKE HEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH

YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHHE

YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEY I WENT THRU THIS BIG SMOKE YHEYH AHYEYEYHAHHFH
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYH AHYEYEYH AHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYH AH YEYEYHAHHEH YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH

YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAH I WAS GOING THRU THE BIG SMOKE

YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHFYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH
YOHOHEYHEYEY / WENT THRU THIS BIG SMOKE YHEYH AH YEYEYHAHHEH YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYH AH YEYEYHAHHEH
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYH AHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHFYHEYFYHE YHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYO»¡OHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH
YOHOHE YHEYEYHEYH AH YE YEYH AHHEH YOHOHE YHE YE YHEYH AH YEYEYH AHHEH YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYH AHY I WAS GO
YOHOHE YHE YE YHEYH AH YE YE YM AHHFHYOHOHF YHE Yť YHF YH AH YF.YFYHAHHFHYOHOHF YHEYEYHEYH AH YE YEYH AHHEH
KE OHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH YOHOHE YMF. Y F. YHEYH AH YE YFYH A HHť H YOHOHE YHE YE YHEYH AH YE YEYH AHHEH
YOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOEHYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEHYOHOHEYHEYEYHEYHAHYEYEYHAHHEH

( America , p. 109)

This poem and its companion in Shaking the Pumpkin are truncated by
the artificial boundaries of the page. They represent an event the way a
picture represents a landscape scene. The event itself, like the landscape,
is either endless or, at least, unboundaried - that is, without definable
beginning or end. The Rothenberg/Tyson rendering of Richard Johnny
John's original dramatizes the artificiality of attempting to confine an
oral event within a predetermined space.
Rothenberg's decision to translate the Seneca poems as visual events

and the Navajo Horse Songs as aural events is not arbitrary; it was
dictated by the nature of his originals. The Seneca poems are brief,
easily rendered within the confines of the page, small enough to be
absorbed through photographic images. The Horse Songs, on the other
hand, are portions of a Blessingway, an event lasting from one to nine
days. Together the seventeen Horse Songs are a narrative, the story of
the Navajo acquistion of horses through the agency of Enemy Slayer.
The sheer size of each song makes the visual approach unfeasible. The
quantity of information to be conveyed in the Horse Song is so large

that the poem must exist in time as well as space; it cannot be the
adurational image that the hajaswas' poems become. The information in

the Seneca poems was minimal, even less than epigrammatic, but the
Horse Songs are a narrative and thus cannot be treated with the brevity
appropriate to "Shaking the Pumpkin."
The original Horse Songs are not straightforward, linear narratives.
Rothenberg quotes the first line of the original text:
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dzo-wowode sileye shi, dza-T/a desileye shiyi dzaïyadi

and comments,

[This] is really a distortion of the phrase "dzaadi sila s

three times. A literal translation [i.e. "for meaning
something like "over-there they-are-there (&) mine

over, which would fail to get the sense of one stateme

as three distinct oral events.

(p. 466)
Clearly neither the literal translation nor a Standard American English

paraphrase of the line is an adequate representation of the original.
Nor for that matter, is the phonetic transcription which appears in
Shaking the Pumpkin. Further, because the essential characteristic of the

event is the creation of a sacramental environment by the joint effort

of the leader and the audience, even the recording reproduced in
Alcheringa 12 is incomplete. The recording, however, is as close as
Rothenberg can get to a complete working. In his commentary in
Shaking the Pumpkin he describes the method used to arrive at this
recording, the rationale of the method. He wishes to render not just the
text, but the event itself :
accounting not only for meaning but for word distortions, meaningless syllables, music, style of performance, etc. . . . translation
is at no time mere reproduction.

His apparatus, provided by David McAllester, included
tapes of Frank Mitchell singing, transcriptions of the words-assung, indications of how they would be sounded in normal Navajo

speech, literal and general translations, footnotes, and ready
answers to such questions as I still had.
(p. 467)

Because "the typical Navajo performance pattern calls for each person
present to follow the singer to whatever degree he can," Rothenberg's
recording includes an elaborate blend of voices with varying degrees of

competency as singers. The recording is a monaural blend of four
tracks; each track is a step removed from knowledge of the text. The
12Alcheringa II (Summer, 1971), insert.
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first track is a recording of the text as it app
and the fourth is

a voice limited to pure-sound improvisations on the meaningelements in the text, recorded under circumstances like those for
the third voice, [i.e., recorded without written text while listening
to a playback of the first two voices at a barely audible level.]

(p. 467 f.)
Thus the recording renders the multiple aural levels of the original event,

and only one final addition is necessary to the completion of the poem,
the participation of the reader (rather, the hearer) in the poem as he
experiences it. Rothenberg's presentation of the text requires our partici-

pation, just as the original event includes the participation of the
"audience."

The preconceptions about literature which we bring to the Horse
Songs make it difficult for us to read them as they should be read.
Our natural impulse is to scan them with minimal vocalization, as we
would any other text. But we see
Some are & are going to my howinouse baheegwing hawuNnawu
N nngahn baheegwing
Some are & are going to my howinouse baheegwing hawuNnawu
N nngahn baheegwing

Some are & some are gone to my howinouse nnaht bayhree
nahtgwing buhtzzm bahyee noohwinnnGUUH

(p. 350)

and we don't know how to pronounce "hawuNnawu N" or "baheegwing." We assume that there is a correct way to pronounce these words,
and the vagueness or alien-ness of the transcription does not tell us what
that "right" way is. Even though Rothenberg explains that our participation is more important than whether we get the words right, we are
inhibited by our unwillingness to "make mistakes." A further complication of this inhibiting attitude is the feeling of some that by adding

unschooled sound to the poem, we will be ruining it or - worse yet cheapening a religious artifact. Rothenberg's poem is not a religious
artifact, nor was it meant to be; it is a translation, done with reverence,

of a religious poem. The poem requires participation, and it is our
inhibition that is the mistake. The way to vitalize these poems is to read
them aloud, with the accompaniment of Rothenberg's record, ideally,
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but aloud nevertheless, to attempt their oral perfor
third or fourth voice of Rothenberg's recording does.

Even the bare playing of the recording does not co
When the record is played, Rothenberg's voices, if we
are perceived as eccentric noises. But when the poem be

of the lungs and lips of the audience, this distanc
objectivity is destroyed; the reader is no longer li
judgments on the poem. To read it on the page for
is like trying to judge Wozzeck by reading the sco

listening to it is like evaluating sexual intercourse by w

make love. The Horse Songs, as Rothenberg has re

meant to be environments, and they can only achieve

the participants are immersed in them. This quality o
Dionysian subjectivity, is characteristic of non-literate
Shaking the Pumpkin contains a greater variety
American Indian poetry than my discussion of Rothenb

may suggest. While Rothenberg has placed less emp
ment, the communication of ideas and informatio
contains a wide range of translations. Dennis Tedlo

the Zuni narrative, once we get used to the transcriptional

simple, literal translation.13 Other selections are relat

from their original translation by ethnologists and

twenties and earlier: Frances Densmore, Herbert J. Sp
Mooney.
There are some serious weaknesses in the book; the most apparent
is the sketchy, often uncommunicative or unhelpful Commentaries. When
Rothenberg's creative impulses go wrong, as they do in his adaptation

of Versa Laski's Seeking Life (pp. 2 14-235), 14 they may go painfully
wrong. No one is likely to be happy with the whole book, and perhaps
its worst feature is not in the book at all, but in the effect it may have on
translation of American Indian poetry. In the twenties, the American
Indian was perceived as an Imagist, because the American poets who
13Tedlock's translations of Andrew Peynetsa's narratives, Finding the Center
(New York: The Dial Press, 1971), are among the best renderings of traditional

American Indian materials.

14The original text, published by the American Folklore Society in 1958, is much

clearer than Rothenberg's adaptation, and gains little humor from Rothenberg's
changes. His Bronx-dialect Koshares might possibly work on a stage, but they are not
funny on the page.
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discovered him were Imagists. In some

and it gave us the marvelous versions
Frances Densmore, who applied the a

material it was somewhat appropriat
Whitman and free verse helped shap
Navajo texts. But the over-generaliz

distortions of text in the hands of som

The Magic World demonstrates.
While my own preferences assure m
in his perception of the analogy betwe
the Beat, Projective and Concrete mov

possibility that in Shaking the Pumpkin

of translation. But regardless of where
tribution to the field of American Ind

revolutionary. It has dramatized a prim
matter, a non-European sense of man's
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